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Abstract

We consider an insurer who has a fixed amount of funds allocated as
the initial surplus for a risk portfolio, so that the probability of ulti-
mate ruin for this portfolio is at a known level. We consider the ques-
tion of whether the insurer can reduce this ultimate ruin probability
by allocating part of the initial funds to the purchase of a reinsurance
contract. This reinsurance contract would restore the insurer’s surplus
to a positive level k every time the surplus fell between 0 and k. The
insurer’s objective is to choose the level k that minimizes the ultimate
ruin probability. Using different examples of reinsurance premium cal-
culation and claim size distribution we show that this objective can
be achieved, often with a substantial reduction in the ultimate ruin
probability from the situation when there is no reinsurance. We also
show that by purchasing reinsurance the insurer can release funds for
other purposes without altering its ultimate ruin probability.
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1 Introduction

We consider an insurer who has allocated a fixed amount of funds, U , to
a portfolio of risks so that the ultimate ruin probability for this portfolio
is known. Our aim is to investigate whether the insurer can reduce this
ultimate ruin probability by splitting U into two parts. The first of these,
u ≤ U , will be the initial surplus held for the portfolio. The second part is a
reinsurance premium which we denote by Q(u, k), and which equals U − u.
The reinsurance being purchased is not a traditional type of contract. It does
not relate to either individual claims or aggregate claims. Rather, it relates
to the amount by which the surplus process falls below a fixed level k ≤ u.
Each time that the insurer’s surplus falls to a level k−y such that 0 < y < k
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the reinsurer makes an immediate payment of y to the insurer, restoring the
insurer’s surplus to k. If any claim causes the insurer’s surplus to fall from a
level above k to a level below 0, the reinsurer does not make a payment and
ruin for the portfolio occurs at the time of this claim.

This paper is written in terms of a direct insurer and a reinsurer. How-
ever, as we are considering a portfolio of risks, it may be possible to secure
‘reinsurance’ within the insurance company by passing the risk onto a differ-
ent line of business within the company. It is important to appreciate that
the type of reinsurance risk associated with this study is quite different to
traditional reinsurance arrangements. In many such arrangements, for exam-
ple excess of loss reinsurance, the insurer is seeking to limit the amount paid
out on any individual claim. By contrast, under the reinsurance arrangement
in this study, it is the reinsurer’s payments that are bounded above by k,
and, depending on the method of calculating the reinsurance premium, the
value of k can be quite low relative to the mean individual claim amount
for the insurer, although it can also be quite high. Following our numerical
examples, we discuss the level of reinsurance.

Capital injections have been discussed by authors such as Pafumi (1998),
Dickson & Waters (2004) and Eisenberg & Schmidli (2010). A major dif-
ference in this study is that capital injections occur before the surplus falls
below zero, and the capital injections in this study do not eliminate the
possibility of ruin for the insurer.

2 Preliminaries

Consider first the classical risk model. Let {U(t)}t≥0 be the surplus process
of an insurer, where u ≥ 0 is the insurer’s surplus at time t = 0, and let c be
the insurer’s rate of premium income per unit time, which we assume to be
received continuously. Let {N(t)}t≥0 be the counting process for the number
of claims, so that for a fixed value t > 0, the random variable N(t) denotes
the number of claims that occur in the time interval [0, t]. We assume that
{N(t)}t≥0 is a Poisson process with parameter λ. Individual claim amounts
are modelled as a sequence of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
random variables {Xi}∞i=1, so thatXi denotes the amount of the ith claim. We
assume that X1 has probability density function (p.d.f.) p and distribution
function (c.d.f.) P . The surplus at time t is then

U(t) = u+ ct−
N(t)∑
i=1

Xi.
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We assume that c > λm1, where m1 is the mean individual claim amount,
so that the premium income exceeds the expected aggregate claim amount
per unit of time. We write c = (1 + θ1)λm1, where θ1 > 0 is the insurer’s
premium loading factor.

Let Tu denote the time of ruin so that

Tu = inf{t |U(t) < 0}

with Tu =∞ if U(t) ≥ 0 for all t > 0. Then the ultimate ruin probability is

ψ(u) = Pr(Tu <∞).

Define
G(u, y) = Pr(Tu <∞ and |U(Tu)| ≤ y)

to be the probability that ruin occurs with a deficit at ruin of no more than
y, with g(u, y) = d

dy
G(u, y). Further, let wY,T (u, y, t) denote the defective

joint p.d.f. of the time of ruin (t) and deficit at ruin (y), and let wT (u, t)
denote the p.d.f. of Tu.

We now introduce a modified process which includes a lower barrier k,
where 0 ≤ k ≤ u. The modification to the classical risk model is that each
time the surplus drops below k but not below 0, an injection of funds will
immediately restore the surplus level back to k, so that the surplus process
continues from level k after payment of the claim that had taken the surplus
below k. We discuss below how this injection of funds is provided.

Figure 2.1: Surplus process with lower barrier k

Now define ψk(u) to be the ultimate ruin probability for the modified
surplus process with the lower barrier at k. We can obtain a formula for
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ψk(u), starting with the case u = k. By conditioning on the amount of the
first drop below level k, we have

ψk(k) =

∫ k

0

g(0, y)ψk(k) dy +

∫ ∞
k

g(0, y) dy.

Hence,

ψk(k) =
ψ(0)−G(0, k)

1−G(0, k)
.

Next, we consider the more general situation when u > k ≥ 0. Let
ψ̄(u) = 1− ψ(u) and ψ̄k(u) = 1− ψk(u) be the survival probabilities for the
classical risk process and the modified risk process respectively. Conditioning
on the amount of the first drop below level k, we have

ψ̄k(u) = ψ̄(u− k) +G(u− k, k) ψ̄k(k),

and therefore

ψk(u) = ψ(u− k)−G(u− k, k)(1− ψk(k))

= ψ(u− k)−G(u− k, k)
1− ψ(0)

1−G(0, k)
.

For many claim size distributions we can easily find the components of ψk(u),
and hence ψk(u) itself. See, for example, Gerber et al (1987) or Dickson
(2005).

3 Premium calculation for the reinsurer

Suppose that the insurer enters a reinsurance arrangement under which the
reinsurer provides the funds needed to restore the surplus level to k every
time the surplus falls between 0 and k. We denote the premium required by
the reinsurer as Q(u, k), which is a function of the insurer’s initial surplus
u and the lower barrier k. Let the aggregate amount needed to restore the
modified surplus process to k up to time t, given initial surplus u, be St,u,k.

In our numerical illustrations in the next section we consider premium
principles for the reinsurance premium that are based on the first two mo-
ments of aggregate claims for the reinsurer, as well as a reinsurance premium
based on the expected discounted claim payments by the reinsurer. We now
derive formulae that can be used to calculate reinsurance premiums.

Let Tu,k denote the time of ruin under the modified process with initial
surplus u and lower barrier k. Consider first E(Su,k) where Su,k = STu,k,u,k,
i.e. the expected total claim amount for the reinsurer up to the time of ruin.
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We start with the case u = k. Using ideas from Pafumi (1998), we can
calculate E(Sk,k) as

E(Sk,k) =

∫ k

0

(y + E(Sk,k)) g(0, y) dy

=

∫ k

0

y g(0, y) dy + E(Sk,k)G(0, k).

Therefore,

E(Sk,k) =

∫ k
0
y g(0, y) dy

1−G(0, k)
.

When u > k, we have

E(Su,k) =

∫ k

0

(y + E(Sk,k)) g(u− k, y) dy

=

∫ k

0

y g(u− k, y) dy + E(Sk,k)G(u− k, k). (3.1)

Consider next calculation of E(S2
u,k). The same idea gives

E(S2
k,k) =

∫ k

0

(y2 + E(S2
k,k) + 2y E(Sk,k)) g(0, y) dy

=

∫ k

0

y2 g(0, y) dy + E(S2
k,k)G(0, k) + 2E(Sk,k)

∫ k

0

y g(0, y) dy,

and therefore

E(S2
k,k) =

∫ k
0
y2 g(0, y) dy + 2E(Sk,k)

∫ k
0
y g(0, y) dy

1−G(0, k)
.

Hence,

E(S2
u,k) =

∫ k

0

(y2 + E(S2
k,k) + 2yE(Sk,k))g(u− k, y)dy

=

∫ k

0

y2g(u− k, y)dy + E(S2
k,k)G(u− k, k)

+2E(Sk,k)

∫ k

0

yg(u− k, y)dy. (3.2)

In addition to finding moments, we can also derive the moment gener-
ating function of Su,k. This result can be useful when we make different
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assumptions about the reinsurance premium. Starting from the case u = k,
Sk,k has a compound geometric distribution since

Sk,k =
N∑
i=1

Vi,

where {Vi}∞i=1 are i.i.d. random variables with p.d.f.

fV (y) =
g(0, y)

G(0, k)
, 0 ≤ y < k,

and N has a geometric distribution with

Pr[N = n] = (1−G(0, k))G(0, k)n

for n = 0, 1, 2, . . .. The probability generating function of N is

PN(z) =
1−G(0, k)

1−G(0, k)z
,

and the moment generating function of Sk,k can be found as

MSk,k(z) = PN(MY (z)) =
1−G(0, k)

1−
∫ k

0
ezxg(0, x)dx

.

See, for example, Bühlmann (1970).
To find the moment generating function of Su,k, we first note that Su,k

is equivalent in distribution to Yu + Sk,k, where Yu is the amount needed to
restore the surplus level to k after the first drop between 0 and k, starting
from initial surplus u. Hence, the density of Yu is g(u−k, y)/G(u−k, k). As
Yu and Sk,k are independent, the moment generating function of Su,k is

MSu,k(z) = MYu(z)MSk,k(z).

Since

MYu(z) =

∫ k
0
ezy g(u− k, y) dy

G(u− k, k)
,

we have

MSu,k(z) =
1−G(0, k)

G(u− k, k)

(∫ k
0
ezyg(u− k, y)dy

1−
∫ k

0
ezxg(0, x)dx

)
.

We now consider the case when the reinsurer sets its premium based on
the expected discounted value of the payments it will make until the time of
ruin. Let Sδu,k denote this present value at force of interest δ per unit time.
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Again, we start with the case u = k. Using the same argument from Pafumi
(1998), E(Sδk,k) can be calculated as

E(Sδk,k) =

∫ ∞
0

∫ k

0

e−δt (y + E(Sδk,k))wY,T (0, y, t) dy dt

=

∫ ∞
0

∫ k

0

e−δt y wY,T (0, y, t) dy dt+ E(Sδk,k)

∫ ∞
0

∫ k

0

e−δtwY,T (0, y, t) dy dt.

Let

gδ(u, y) =

∫ ∞
0

e−δtwY,T (u, y, t) dt,

denote the (defective) discounted p.d.f. of the deficit at ruin (y), with initial
surplus u and force of interest δ. Also let Gδ(u, y) denote the corresponding
c.d.f. so that

Gδ(u, y) =

∫ y

0

gδ(u, x)dx.

Hence E(Sδk,k) can be simplified as

E(Sδk,k) =

∫∞
0

∫ k
0
e−δty wY,T (0, y, t) dy dt

1−
∫∞

0

∫ k
0
e−δtwY,T (0, y, t) dy dt

(3.3)

=

∫ k
0
y gδ(0, y) dy

1−Gδ(0, k)
.

When u > k we have

E(Sδu,k) =

∫ ∞
0

∫ k

0

e−δt (y + E(Sδk,k))wY,T (u− k, y, t) dy dt (3.4)

=

∫ k

0

y gδ(u− k, y) dy + E(Sδk,k)Gδ(u− k, k).

Both wY,T (u, y, t) and gδ(u, y) can be found for certain claim size distribu-
tions (see, for example, Dickson & Drekic (2006) and Landriault & Willmot
(2009)), and we will use some of these results in our subsequent examples.
We note that E(Sδu,k) ≤ E(Su,k) for all δ ≥ 0 and this relationship holds for
all claim size distributions.

4 Minimizing the ultimate ruin probability

We now assume that the insurer holds an amount of capital, U , of which
u is allocated as the initial surplus and Q(u, k) is used to buy reinsurance.
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Given a value of the initial surplus u and therefore a value of the reinsurance
premium required (Q(u, k)), we can find the level of the lower barrier k.
What will be of interest is whether there is a combination of u and k such
that the ruin probability ψk(u) is minimized. That is, we are aiming to
minimize ψk(u) subject to the constraint U = u + Q(u, k). Let u∗ and k∗

denote the optimal choices of u and k respectively, where by ‘optimal’ we
shall always mean the ψk(u) is minimized. The minimum ruin probability is
denoted ψ∗k(u).

Solving for u∗ and k∗ is thus a constrained optimization problem. Even
in the simplest case (exponential claim sizes) we are unable to find explicit
solutions for u∗ and k∗. Hence, numerical techniques are required. In our
examples in the next section, the values of u∗ and k∗ were found using Math-
ematica.

5 Examples

In this section, we consider two claim size distributions: exponential and a
mixture of two exponentials. Under each of these claim size distributions, we
investigate the optimal choice of u and k for given values of initial capital U ,
under different reinsurance premium scenarios. We also examine and com-
pare the effectiveness of reinsurance in reducing the ruin probability under
each circumstance.

5.1 Exponential claim sizes

Suppose that P (x) = 1 − e−αx. It is well known (see, for example, Dickson
(2005)) that

ψ(u) =
λ

αc
e−(α−λ/c)u, (5.1)

g(u, y) = ψ(u)αe−αy, (5.2)

and
G(u, y) = ψ(u)(1− e−αy). (5.3)

Formulae for both E(Su,k) and E(S2
u,k) are easily calculated from equations

(5.1) to (5.3) using formulae (3.1) and (3.2). For brevity of presentation,
we omit the details, but we remark that E(Su,k) is a special case of E(Sδu,k)
given below.

We now derive a formula for the expected present value of the reinsurance
payments. From Gerber (1979) the joint p.d.f. wY,T (u, y, t) is

wY,T (u, y, t) = αe−αy wT (u, t).
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Hence,

E(Sδk,k) =

∫∞
0
e−δtw(0, t)dt

∫ k
0
yαe−αydy

1−
∫∞

0
e−δtw(0, t)dt

∫ k
0
αe−αydy

=
E(e−δT0I(T0 <∞)) 1

α
[1− e−αk(1 + αk)]

1− E(e−δT0I(T0 <∞))(1− e−αk)
,

where I is the indicator function.
Also from equation (3.5), we have

E(Sδu,k) =

∫ ∞
0

∫ k

0

(y + E(Sδk,k))w(u− k, t)αe−αydydt

=

∫ ∞
0

e−δtw(u− k, t)dt
[∫ k

0

yαe−αydy + E(Sδk,k)

∫ k

0

αe−αydy

]
= E(e−δTu−kI(Tu−k <∞))

[
1

α
[1− e−αk(1 + αk)] + E(Sδk,k)(1− e−αk)

]
.

We can evaluate this expression as we know from Gerber & Shiu (1998) that

E(e−δTuI(Tu <∞)) = (1−Rδ/α)e−Rδu,

where

Rδ =
−λ− δ + cα +

√
(cα− δ − λ)2 + 4cδα

2c
.

Setting δ = 0 in the above expressions gives E(Su,k).
We now show some numerical results under different reinsurance premium

scenarios. For our numerical illustrations we set α = 1 so that the mean and
the variance of the claim size distribution are both 1. Also, we set λ = 1 and
c = 1.2, i.e. the premium loading factor for the insurer is θ1 = 0.2.

Example 5.1.1. Our first scenario is that Q(u, k) = 1.6E(Su,k), i.e. the
reinsurance premium is calculated using the expected value principle with
loading factor θ2 = 0.6. Figure 5.1 illustrates how ψk(u) changes with u,
given that U = 15. For this value of U , ψ(U) = 0.06840. The optimal choice
of u and k is find to be u∗ = 10.05 and k∗ = 7.23 giving ψ∗k(u) = 0.00226.
Some values are shown in Table 1 for different values of U , but we defer
comment on these until after the next example.
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Figure 5.1: ψk(u), U = 15, Q(u, k) = 1.6E(Su,k), exponential claims

Example 5.1.2. For our second scenario we let Q(u, k) = E(Su,k)+2St.Dev. (Su,k),
i.e. the reinsurance premium is calculated by the standard deviation principle
with loading factor θ3 = 2. As a first illustration, consider the situation when
the initial capital is U = 20, giving ψ(U) = 0.02973. The ruin probability
ψk(u) is plotted in Figure 5.2 for different values of u. We see in Figure 5.1
in Example 5.1.1 that any combination of u and k (such that u+Q(u, k) = U)
provides a lower ruin probability than under the original process. In Figure
5.2 only certain combinations of u and k reduce the ruin probability compared
with the original process. The minimum of ψk(u) is obtained when u∗ = 12.50
and k∗ = 4.28, giving ψ∗k(u) = 0.01645.

Figure 5.2: ψk(u), U = 20, Q(u, k) = E(Su,k) + 2St.Dev. (Su,k), exponential
claims
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Table 5.1 shows the optimal values u∗ and k∗, as well as the corresponding
ruin probabilities under the scenarios described in Examples 5.1.1 and 5.1.2.
It also shows the percentage reductions in the ruin probabilities, calculated as
(1− ψ∗k(u)/ψ(U))× 100%, to illustrate the effectiveness of the lower barrier
system. Consider the case when the initial capital is U = 11, so that the
ruin probability under the original process is 0.13. When the reinsurance
premium is calculated by the expected value principle with loading factor 0.6,
the ruin probability is reduced by 61.04% to 0.05 when choosing the optimal
combination u∗ and k∗. When the reinsurance premium is calculated by the
standard deviation principle, we find that the reinsurance premium exceeds
the initial capital of U = 11 for any u and k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ u ≤ U . Hence
the insurer would not buy reinsurance under this scenario. As U increases,
the insurer is able to buy reinsurance under the scenario of Example 5.1.2
and we see that the ruin probability can be reduced considerably with an
appropriate choice of u and k. Under each reinsurance premium scenario,
the percentage reductions in ruin probabilities increase rapidly as U increases.

Q(u, k) = 1.6E(Su,k) Q(u, k) = E(Su,k) + 2St.Dev.(Su,k)
U ψ(U) u∗ k∗ ψ∗k(u) % u∗ k∗ ψ∗k(u) %
11 0.13323 6.83 4.01 0.05190 61.04 11 0 0.13323 0.00
13 0.09547 8.25 5.43 0.01346 85.90 13 0 0.09547 0.00
15 0.06840 10.05 7.23 0.00226 96.70 15 0 0.06840 0.00
17 0.04901 12.01 9.19 0.00032 99.35 13.39 2.53 0.04651 5.10
19 0.03512 14.00 11.18 0.00004 99.89 12.59 3.69 0.02524 28.13
21 0.02516 16.00 13.18 5.9×10−6 99.98 12.65 4.94 0.00957 61.96

Table 5.1: Ruin probabilities, exponential claims

Q(u, k) = 1.6E(Su,k) Q(u, k) = 1.6E(S0.01
u,k )

U ψ(U) u∗ k∗ ψ∗k(u) % u∗ k∗ ψ∗k(u) %
11 0.13323 6.83 4.01 0.05190 61.04 7.07 4.98 0.02350 82.36
13 0.09547 8.25 5.43 0.01346 85.90 8.88 6.75 0.00410 95.71
15 0.06840 10.05 7.23 0.00226 96.70 10.84 8.70 0.00058 99.15
17 0.04901 12.01 9.19 0.00032 99.35 12.83 10.69 0.00008 99.84
19 0.03512 14.00 11.18 0.00004 99.89 14.83 12.69 0.00001 99.97
21 0.02516 16.00 13.18 5.9 ×10−6 99.98 16.83 14.69 1.5×10−6 99.99

Table 5.2: Ruin probabilities, exponential claims

Example 5.1.3. As our third scenario, we set Q(u, k) = 1.6E(S0.01
u,k ). Table

5.2 shows the optimal values u∗ and k∗, as well as the corresponding ruin
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probabilities both for this scenario and the case δ = 0 from Example 5.1.1. As
the introduction of discounting reduces the reinsurance premium, we can see
that under this scenario the insurer is able to retain more as the initial surplus
and to set a higher value for k compared to our first scenario. Therefore, the
ruin probabilities are further reduced under this scenario.

From the previous results, we see that the values of k can be quite high
compared to the initial surplus u, and such situations may not be acceptable
to reinsurers. For example, in Table 5.1, the ultimate ruin probability before
reinsurance is close to 5% when U = 17. With k∗ being close to 9, the
insurer’s ruin probability is very small because the probability of a claim
exceeding (at least) 9 is very small. The optimal choices of u∗ = 12.01 and
k∗ = 9.19 may be a situation that is not acceptable to a reinsurer. To address
this issue, we look at the effectiveness of the lower barrier system in reducing
the ruin probability by setting k to reasonably low levels which should be
acceptable to reinsurers. In Table 5.3, we first show the initial capital, U ,
needed so that ψ(U) is 1%, 2%, . . . , 5%. Having found the required U , we
calculate the initial surplus level u by setting k = 2 and k = 3 with the
reinsurance premium charged in Example 5.1.1. The ruin probability for
each pair is then calculated.

k = 2 k = 3
U ψ(U) u ψk(u) u ψk(u)

16.88 5% 16.63 0.0352 16.32 0.0216
18.22 4% 18.02 0.0279 17.78 0.0170
19.95 3% 19.80 0.0208 19.62 0.0125
22.38 2% 22.28 0.0137 22.17 0.0082
26.54 1% 26.49 0.0068 26.43 0.0040

Table 5.3: Results with fixed k, exponential claims

From Table 5.3, when U = 16.88, the ruin probability before reinsurance
is 0.05. With k = 3, we find that the optimal initial surplus for the insurer
is 16.32, and that ψ3(16.32) = 0.0216, which is a substantial reduction from
0.05.

Until now we have assumed that the insurer will try to use the capital
U to purchase reinsurance to reduce the ruin probability. An alternative use
of reinsurance is to release some of the insurer’s funds without changing the
ruin probability. For example, suppose that U is such that ψ(U) = 0.05. The
idea now is that the insurer sets the barrier level k, then selects u such that
ψk(u) = 0.05. Providing the arrangement is feasible, i.e. 0 ≤ k ≤ u ≤ U , the
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insurer can allocate the amount Ru,k = U − u − Q(u, k) to purposes other
than reinsurance or the surplus process.

Example 5.1.4. Suppose that Q(u, k) = 1.6E(Su,k) and consider the values
of U from Table 5.3. Table 5.4 shows the amount of surplus required, u, to
give the same ruin probability as ψ(U) for the cases k = 2 and k = 3. It also
shows the amount Ru,k that is released for other purposes as a result of the
reinsurance arrangement.

k = 2 k = 3
U ψ(U) u Ru,k u Ru,k

16.88 5% 14.53 2.00 11.30 4.30
18.22 4% 15.87 2.07 12.64 4.55
19.95 3% 17.60 2.14 14.36 4.81
22.38 2% 20.03 2.21 16.80 5.07
26.54 1% 24.19 2.28 20.95 5.33

Table 5.4: Surplus required to maintain ruin probability and Ru,k, exponen-
tial claims

From Table 5.4 we see that the amount of funds released increases as the
ruin probability decreases, and that the amount released is larger in the case
k = 3 for a given ruin probability. The percentage of U released ranges from
8.6% to 11.8% in the case k = 2, and from 20.1% to 25.5% in the case k = 3.

5.2 Mixed exponential claim sizes

We now assume that the individual claim amount distribution is a mixture
of two exponential distributions, with p.d.f.

p(x) =
1

3
0.5e−0.5x +

2

3
2e−2x.

This distribution has mean 1 and variance 1.5. Again, we let λ = 1 and set
the premium rate as c = 1.2 in our numerical examples.

Using techniques described in Gerber et al (1987) we find that

ψ(u) = 0.79903e−R1u + 0.03431e−R2u,

where R1 = 0.10685 and R2 = 1.55982, and

G(u, y) = (0.07516(1− e−2y) + 0.72386(1− e−0.5y))e−R1u

+(0.20262(1− e−2y)− 0.16831(1− e−0.5y))e−R2u.
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As in the previous section we omit the details of formulae for E(Su,k)
and E(S2

u,k), but consider E(Sδu,k). Dickson & Drekic (2006) show that when
claims have a mixed exponential distribution with p.d.f.

f(x) = pαe−αx + qβe−βx,

the p.d.f. wY,T (u, y, t) is of the form

wY,T (u, y, t) = η1(u, t)αe
−αy + η2(u, t)βe

−βy,

but they do not identify ηi(u, t), for i = 1, 2. Substituting this expression
into equation (3.4), we have

E(Sδk,k) =

∫∞
0
e−δt η1(0, t) dt

∫ k
0
y α e−αy dy +

∫∞
0
e−δt η2(0, t) dt

∫ k
0
y β e−βy dy

1−
∫∞

0
e−δt η1(0, t) dt

∫ k
0
α e−αy dy +

∫∞
0
e−δt η2(0, t) dt

∫ k
0
β e−βy dy

.

An explicit formula for
∫∞

0
e−δtηi(u, t)dt is given in Dickson & Drekic (2006).

They show that∫ ∞
0

e−δt ηi(u, t) dt = γi(δ)e
−R1δ u + σi(δ)e

−R2δ u,

for i = 1, 2, where ρ > 0, −R1δ < 0 and −R2δ < 0 are the solutions of
Lundberg’s fundamental equation

λ+ δ − ct =
λpα

α + t
+

λqβ

β + t
,

and

γ1(δ) =
(α−R1δ)(α−R2δ)(β −R1δ)

α(R2δ −R1δ)(α− β)
,

γ2(δ) = −(α−R1δ)(β −R1δ)(β −R2δ)

β(R2δ −R1δ)(α− β)
,

σ1(δ) = −(α−R1δ)(α−R2δ)(β −R2δ)

α(R2δ −R1δ)(α− β)
,

σ2(δ) =
(α−R2δ)(β −R1δ)(β −R2δ)

β(R2δ −R1δ)(α− β)
.

Hence,

E(Sδk,k) =
(γ1(δ) + σ1(δ))

[
1− e−αk(1 + αk)

]
/α + (γ2(δ) + σ2(δ))

[
1− e−βk(1 + βk)

]
/β

1− (γ1(δ) + σ1(δ))(1− e−αk)− (γ2(δ) + σ2(δ))((1− e−βk))
,
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and therefore from equation (3.5) we have

E(Sδu,k) = (γ1(δ)e
−R1δ(u−k) + σ1(δ)e

−R2δ(u−k))
[
1− e−αk(1 + αk)

]
/α

+(γ2(δ)e
−R1δ(u−k) + σ2(δ)e

−R2δ(u−k))
[
1− e−βk(1 + βk)

]
/β

+E(Sδk,k)
(
(γ1(δ)e

−R1δ(u−k) + σ1(δ)e
−R2δ(u−k))(1− e−αk)

+
(
γ2(δ)e

−R1δ(u−k) + σ2(δ)e
−R2δ(u−k))(1− e−βk)

)
.

In the examples below we apply the same reinsurance scenarios as in Exam-
ples 5.1.1 to 5.1.3.

Example 5.2.1. Firstly we assume that Q(u, k) = 1.6E(Su,k). For U = 15,
Figure 5.3 shows the ruin probabilities ψk(u) for feasible combinations of
u and k. The minimum ruin probability is ψ∗k(u) = 0.10448 when u∗ =
10.17 and k∗ = 5.62. Under the classical risk process ψ(15) = 0.16088, so
reinsurance has reduced the ruin probability by 35.6% in this case. Note that
under this reinsurance arrangement, we obtain ruin probabilities that are less
than ψ(15), regardless of the choices of u and k.

Figure 5.3: ψk(u), U = 15, Q(u, k) = 1.6E(Su,k), mixed exponential claims

Example 5.2.2. We now set Q(u, k) = E(Su,k) + 2St.Dev. (Su,k). For
U = 30, Figure 5.4 shows ruin probabilities for different combinations of u
and k, as well as ψ(30) = 0.03239. As in Example 5.1.2, only certain choices
of u and k provide a reduction in the ruin probability. The optimal choice is
u∗ = 22.65 and k∗ = 18.10, giving ψ∗k(u) = 0.00024.
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Figure 5.4: ψk(u), U = 30, Q(u, k) = E(Su,k) + 2St.Dev. (Su,k), mixed
exponential claims

Table 5.5 shows optimal values u∗ and k∗ for some values of U under
the reinsurance premium arrangements of the previous two examples. Given
these values, we are able to compare the effectiveness of reinsurance by look-
ing at the reduction in ruin probabilities in percentage terms, as in Table
5.1. The percentage reduction in ruin probability increases rapidly when
the reinsurance premium is calculated by the expected value principle, going
from 35.06% when U = 15 to 98.89% when U = 29. When U is small and
the reinsurance premium is calculated by the standard deviation principle,
we find that reinsurance is too expensive, and therefore the insurance com-
pany should bear all the risk itself. When U is large enough, reinsurance
becomes affordable and the ruin probability under reinsurance reduces from
that under the original process.

Q(u, k) = 1.6E(Su,k) Q(u, k) = E(Su,k) + 2St.Dev. (Su,k)
U ψ(U) u∗ k∗ ψ∗k(u) % u∗ k∗ ψ∗k(u) %
15 0.16088 10.17 5.62 0.10448 35.06 15 0 0.16088 0.00
17 0.12992 11.30 6.75 0.06389 50.82 17 0 0.12992 0.00
19 0.10493 12.62 8.07 0.03479 66.84 19 0 0.10493 0.00
21 0.08474 14.15 9.60 0.01667 80.33 21 0 0.08474 0.00
23 0.06843 15.88 11.33 0.00714 89.57 23 0 0.06843 0.00
25 0.05527 17.74 13.20 0.00283 94.88 23.31 2.36 0.05505 0.40
27 0.04463 19.68 15.13 0.00107 97.60 22.12 4.31 0.04226 5.31
29 0.03604 21.65 17.11 0.00040 98.89 21.50 5.70 0.03036 15.76

Table 5.5: Ruin probabilities, mixed exponential claims
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Example 5.2.3. As a third example, we assume Q(u, k) = 1.6E(Sδu,k) with
δ = 0.01. Table 5.6 shows optimal values u∗ and k∗ for different values of
U under scenarios 1 and 3, together with the ruin probabilities under each
choice and the percentage reduction for each combination compared to the
without reinsurance situation. When discounting is introduced, the premium
charged by the reinsurer is lower, so the insurer is able to arrange reinsurance
with larger k values, as well as retaining a greater initial surplus. Hence, the
ruin probabilities are smaller under scenario 3 than under scenario 1.

U ψ(U) Q(u, k) = 1.6E(Su,k) Q(u, k) = 1.6E(S0.01
u,k )

u∗ k∗ ψ∗k(u) % u∗ k∗ ψ∗k(u) %
15 0.16088 10.17 5.62 0.10448 35.06 10.05 7.23 0.06194 61.50
17 0.12992 11.30 6.75 0.06389 50.82 11.66 8.74 0.03015 76.79
19 0.10493 12.62 8.07 0.03479 66.84 13.43 10.44 0.01305 87.56
21 0.08474 14.15 9.60 0.01667 80.33 15.31 12.30 0.00521 93.85
23 0.06843 15.88 11.33 0.00714 89.57 17.26 14.23 0.00199 97.09

Table 5.6: Ruin probabilities, mixed exponential claims

As in the case of exponential claims, we note that k∗ can be quite high.
In Table 5.7 we show values of ψk(u) when k = 2 and k = 3 . Compared
to Table 5.3, the capital needed so that the pre-reinsurance ultimate ruin
probabilities are 1%, 2%, . . . , 5% are much higher. This is because the claim
size distribution has a larger variance compared to the exponential distri-
bution. When ψ(U) = 5%, we found that U is 25.94. Having k = 3, the
initial surplus level u is found to be 25.65 and ψ3(25.65) = 0.0386. The table
shows that reinsurance works quite effectively even when we choose smaller
k rather than the optimal k∗.

k = 2 k = 3
U ψ(U) u ψk(u) u ψk(u)

25.94 0.05 25.81 0.0443 25.65 0.0386
28.03 0.04 27.92 0.0353 27.79 0.0307
30.72 0.03 30.64 0.0264 30.54 0.0229
34.51 0.02 34.46 0.0175 34.40 0.0152
41.00 0.01 40.97 0.0088 40.94 0.0075

Table 5.7: Results for fixed k, mixed exponential claims

Finally, we consider what happens when the ruin probability is unchanged.

Example 5.2.4. Suppose that Q(u, k) = 1.6E(Su,k) and consider the values
of U from Table 5.7. Table 5.8 shows the amount of surplus required, u, to
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give the same ruin probability as ψ(U) for the cases k = 2 and k = 3. It also
shows the amount Ru,k that is released for other purposes as a result of the
reinsurance arrangement.

As in Table 5.4, the amount of funds released increases as the ruin proba-
bility decreases, and the amount released is larger in the case k = 3 for a given
ruin probability. The percentage of U released ranges from 3.0% to 4.3% in
the case k = 2, and from 6.4% to 9.0% in the case k = 3. Although these
percentages are smaller than the corresponding values in Table 5.4, there is
still a reasonable release of funds to the insurer.

k = 2 k = 3
U ψ(U) u Ru,k u Ru,k

25.94 0.05 24.67 1.12 23.23 2.33
28.03 0.04 26.76 1.15 25.32 2.40
30.72 0.03 29.45 1.18 28.01 2.48
34.51 0.02 33.25 1.21 31.81 2.55
41.00 0.01 39.73 1.24 38.30 2.63

Table 5.8: Surplus required to maintain ruin probability and Ru,k, mixed
exponential claims

6 Concluding remarks

We have seen from the examples of the previous section that the insurer can
considerably reduce its ruin probability if it can allocate part of its capital
to the surplus process and part as a reinsurance premium. However, the
optimal barrier level may be sufficiently high to make a reinsurance contract
unattractive to a reinsurer. However, even if the insurer has to settle for
a level of reinsurance that is sub-optimal in terms of minimizing the ruin
probability, the insurer can still create a meaningful reduction in its ruin
probability by setting a relatively low value for the barrier.

An important point that distinguishes the reinsurance arrangement in
this paper from other studies is that the reinsurance premium is paid for
from the insurer’s initial capital. In other studies (see, for example, Bowers
et al (1997) or Centeno (1986)), it is assumed that the reinsurance premium
is paid from the insurer’s premium income. Our approach allows for the
release of capital in a way that cannot occur if reinsurance is purchased from
the insurer’s premium income.
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